
Bible Study Lesson Summary, Feb. 21, 2020 

 

Today’s lesson includes Days 341-347 on your reading guide. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

THE BOOK OF DANIEL 

 

The book is about a young Jewish man who was taken to Babylon with the exile.  It shows that 

living according to God’s law can help one to survive the greatest difficulties, for God will help.  

This is another side to the questions of the Book of Job.  In Job God allows suffering.  In Daniel 

God rewards goodness.  Both are a part of the picture that Jesus gave us.  According to the 

scholars the book is written four hundred years after Daniel was in exile.  Some of this book is 

only in the Greek version of the core Jewish Scriptures and so was eliminated by Martin Luther.  

So Lutherans are not as familiar with the story of Susanna, Bel, and the Dragon. 

 

Dn. 1:  Daniel, Hananiah, Mishael, and Azariah are made servants of King Nebuchadnezzar of 

Babylon.  These four young Jewish men chose to follow God’s law even though it creates a risk 

of offending the king.  Since this book deals with the attitude change of King Nebuchadnezzar, 

this first step of having these guys be a positive influence on the king is important. 

 

Dn. 2:  Daniel interprets the king’s dream and is rewarded with a high government position.  The 

dream is about his kingdom and its future.  The gold represents the Babylonian era, the Median 

era is represented by the silver.  The bronze represents the Persian era, and the iron represents the 

Hellenistic era.  The rock from the mountain is the eternal kingdom of God. 

 

Dn. 3:  Shadrach, Meshach, and Abednego (the new names of Daniel’s three friends) decide not 

to worship the golden statue.  They are thrown into the fiery furnace and are saved by an angel of 

the Lord.  In vs. 98 we read that the king is impressed, “For there is no other God who can rescue 

like this.”   Notice that in the song they sing to glorify God has one repeat.  Vs. 67 & vs. 69 both 

mention chill.  This could be because part of it was added or lost at one point which is what the 

brackets are for.  My thinking is that they were influenced by their experience in the white-hot 

furnace.   

 

Dn. 4:  Daniel interprets another dream, this time about a tree.  It is clear to Daniel.  

Nebuchadnezzar will lose his mind for seven years and then recover as a way for God to prove 

that God is in charge, not the king of this mighty city and empire.  Remember that the prophets 

had predicted that the king of Babylon would figure out from God that he was just God’s tool. 

 

Dn. 5:  King Belshazzar has a vision of handwriting on the wall and Daniel interprets the 

writing.  The king rewards Daniel but dies that night.  These stories should give you an idea of 

why the kings of this great empire decided to send the people of Israel back home with money to 



rebuild the temple.  But this last story helps us to understand the meaning of the phrase about 

seeing “the writing on the wall.” 

 

Dn. 6:  Daniel makes enemies because he succeeds more than others and they are jealous.  They 

set a trap for him by getting a law passed that it is illegal to pray to anyone but the king.  Daniel 

doesn’t obey and is thrown into the lion’s den.  He survives so King Darius has those who 

trapped Daniel killed in his place.  Psalm 35:8 says, “let the snare they have set catch them; let 

them fall into the pit they have dug.”  Psalm 141:10 says, “Into their own nets let all the wicked 

fall, while I make good my own escape.” 

 

Dn. 7:  Daniel has a dream of four beasts that are similar to those in Ezekiel and Revelation.  Vs. 

4, “The first was like a lion, but with eagle’s wings… The second was like a bear… another 

beast, like a leopard… the fourth beast, different from all the others, terrifying, horrible, and of 

extraordinary strength.”  The vision continues when he sees in vs. 13-15, “One like a son of man 

coming, on the clouds of heaven… He received dominion, glory, and kingship… his kingship 

shall not be destroyed.”  The last verse of the chapter should give us an idea of the impact this 

dream interpretation should have:  “The report concluded:  I, Daniel, was greatly terrified by my 

thoughts, and my face blanched, but I kept the matter to myself.” 

 

Much of the rest of the book is filled with images like this which makes it similar in writing style 

to the Book of Revelation, apocalyptic writing.  It is also only found in the Greek translations of 

Jewish scripture with means it is the part the Protestants reject.  Remember, apocalyptic writings 

are in code, which would have been important to people in exile.  So even though scholars think 

this is written centuries after the exile, it was probably copied from actual writings during the 

exile.  Otherwise, it would have been weird to keep it in code. 

 

Dn. 8:  This is a longer and more detailed dream of the overturning of kingdoms before the 

eternal kingdom.  Vs. 19 is a key line because we Christians take it for granted.  “”I will show 

you,” he said, “what is to happen later in the period of wrath; for at the appointed time, there will 

be an end.””  Not all faiths think in terms of the end of the world. 

 

Dn. 9:  This chapter is about Daniel pleading in earnest prayer to God, with fasting, sackcloth, 

and ashes.  Those are his offerings so he isn’t just begging.  He recounts how the Israelites got 

into trouble with God and how the punishment came.  In vs. 21 Gabriel shows up and lets him 

know God’s plan for rebuilding. 

 

Dn. 10:  Part of his visions included Michael.  Vs. 21, “No one supports me against all these 

except Michael, your prince, standing as a reinforcement and a bulwark for me.”  This chapter 

explains the four creatures from chapter 7.  They are kingdoms that will rule at different times.  

The good guy is described in vs. 5-6: “As I looked up, I saw a man dressed in linen with a belt of 

fine gold around his waist. His body was like chrysolite, his face shone like lightning, his eyes 

were like fiery torches, his arms and feet looked like burnished bronze and his voice sounded 

like the roar of a multitude.”    

 

Dn. 11:  We had the good guy described in the last chapter but in this chapter, we have a bad guy 

described, that has really taken the path of the devil in vs. 38: “Instead, he shall give glory to the 



god of strongholds; a god unknown to his fathers he shall glorify with gold, silver, precious 

stones, and other treasures.” 

 

Dn. 12:  Vs. 1-3, “At that time there shall arise Michael, the great prince, guardian of your 

people; it shall be a time unsurpassed in distress since nations began until that time.  At that time 

your people shall escape, everyone who is found written in the book.  Many of those who sleep 

in the dust of the earth shall awake; some shall live forever, others shall be in everlasting horror 

and disgrace.”  Vs. 10 is our cue: “Many shall be refined, purified, and tested, but the wicked 

shall prove wicked; none of them shall have understanding, but the wise shall have it. 

 

Dn. 13:  The story of Susanna and the two deceitful judges is another great story of 

encouragement to follow God’s law and to trust in him. 

 

Dn. 14:  These are cool stories.  Daniel knows better than to believe in hand made gods like Bel 

or weird beasts like the dragon.  I like how he kills the dragon.  The book ends with Daniel being 

saved in the lion’s den again.  King Cyrus the Persian even seems to become Jewish because of 

this. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

THE BOOK OF SIRACH 

 

Sir. 38:  Vs. 1: “Hold the physician in honor…”  In other words, don’t mock the guy who will be 

doing surgery on you.  Vs. 9 & 12: “My son, when you are ill, delay not, but pray to God, who 

will heal you…  But then give the doctor his place lest he leave; for you need him too.”  Vs. 24-

34 are about a different system than we have in the USA.  Many physical laborers are geniuses.   

 

Sir. 39:  Vs. 1 & 3 are now about all of you: “How different the man who devotes himself to the 

study of the law of the Most High!  He studies obscure parables, and is busied with the hidden 

meanings of the sages.” 

The writer has tremendous confidence in God.  Starting with vs. 16: “The works of God are all of 

them Good; in its own time every need is supplied.”  Notice that it is not every desire, only 

needs.  Vs. 19: “The works of all mankind are present to him; not a thing escapes his eye.”  Vs. 

21: “No cause then to say: ‘What is the purpose of this?’  Everything is chosen to satisfy a need.”  

Vs. 27: “For the good all these are good, but for the wicked they turn out evil.”  Vs. 35: “so now 

with full joy of heart proclaim and bless the name of the Holy One.” 

 

Sir. 40:  Vs. 1+2 set the stage, from birth to death we have fear in our hearts and troubled 

thoughts.  But in vs. 7: “As he reaches safety, he wakes up, astonished that there was nothing to 

worry about.”  Vs. 30: “In the mouth of the shameless man begging is sweet…”  I suggest we 

don’t beg from God.  Scripture shows that bargaining is better.  That means we have to offer 

something to get something. 



 

Sir. 41:  The first part of this chapter is about death.  I like vs. 3-4: “Fear not death’s decree for 

you; remember, it embraces those before you, and those after.  Thus God has ordained for all 

flesh…”  Shameful behavior is the discussion of the rest of the chapter.  Vs. 21: “Of gazing at a 

married woman, and of entertaining thoughts about another’s wife; of trifling with a servant girl 

you have, and of violating her couch…”  Jesus says, don’t even think it. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

THE BOOK OF REVELATION 

 

Again, I suggest when you read this last book of the Bible, that you pretend that you are at Mass.  

But don’t think of being at Mass at STM but in heaven, and that it is the eternal Mass that we all 

participate in each time we celebrate Mass.   

 

Rev. 9:  Vs. 1-12 are about the fifth trumpet which is described in vs. 1 as a star that had fallen 

from the sky into the abyss.  I presume this is Satan but he has a key so he can still get out.  The 

appearance of locusts and scorpions are like the plagues of Egypt which were sent so the bad 

guys suffer and the good guys escape.  The rest of the chapter is the sixth trumpet.  This 

unleashes the troops or angels which vs. 18 reports killed a third of the human race.  Vs. 20: 

“The rest of the human race, who were not killed… did not repent of the works of their hands.” 

 

Rev. 10:   Now we have the presentation of a small scroll, which in vs. 9 is given to John to 

“Take and swallow it.”  This is to give others a chance by the evangelist passing on the word, but 

the Good News is sweet, it is just that many people are scripture intolerant instead of lactose 

intolerant.  Vs. 11: “You must prophesy again about many peoples, nations, tongues, and kings.”  

Are you getting the idea that this is on a grand or heavenly scale and is too big to describe?  So 

there are three thirds and yet there are more people left.  It is not about math, but something on a 

large scale. 

 

Rev. 11:  Remember that the apostles were given the power to lose or bind? So in vs. 6: “They 

have the power to close up the sky so that no rain can fall during the time of their prophesying.  

They also have the power to turn water into blood and to afflict the earth with any plague as 

often as they wish.”  If they hold one bound by sin then in vs. 7:  “When they have finished their 

testimony, the beast that comes up from the abyss will wage war against them and conquer them 

and kill them.”  Then the seventh trumpets blows in vs. 15 and:  “The kingdom of the world now 

belongs to our Lord and to his Anointed, and he will reign forever and ever.”  And so they give 

thanks in vs. 17, which is what the word Eucharist means:  give thanks. 

 

Rev. 12:  Our Mass is celebrated in linear time to help us keep orientated.  The Wedding Feast of 

the Lamb is celebrated in eternal time, which is how God sees things.  The Book of Revelation is 

John being given a glimpse into eternal time.  So he gets to see many glimpses of the plan of 

salvation.  Here we have a glimpse of what was going on in the spiritual realm during Christmas 



and beyond.  The great eagle would have been John.  It is not hard to imagine him having to get 

her out of Jerusalem because of persecution. 

 

Rev. 13:  This chapter has a glimpse of that persecution.  In vs. 1-10, the first beast is seven 

Roman emperors.  Vs. 11-17 is about the false prophets who misled the people.  Vs. 18 is about a 

specific evil person that could be a false prophet or more likely Emperor Nero.  His name spelled 

out in Hebrew numerals, not Roman numerals, would be 666.  They couldn’t use the actual 

Roman numerals to show that wisdom is needed here as in vs. 18.  Wisdom to not get yourself 

killed.  If you are wondering what part of the Mass this has all been, think in terms of offertory 

and the first part of the Eucharistic Prayer.  The offertory takes the things that we have to give, 

like the lives of the martyrs or our sacrifices, and offers them to God.  The first part of the longer 

Eucharistic prayers is a reminder of the work of God in bringing about salvation.  That is what 

these last chapters have been about.   

 

Rev. 14:  Vs. 1-5 are about the Lamb, Jesus.  His appearing on Mount Zion is like consecration 

at Mass.   In vs. 3, the 144,000 “who were not defiled with women” are virgins.  I hope that 

counts me as a celibate, but it is probably more about them never having false gods or false 

wives, which I hope I am still included in.  Vs. 6-13 are about the fall of the beast, or Babylon 

the great.  This could be the Roman Empire or symbolic of all evil empires.  Vs. 9: “Anyone who 

worships the beast or its image, or accepts its mark on forehead or hand, will also drink the wine 

of God’s fury, poured full strength into the cup of his wrath, and will be tormented in burning 

sulfur before the holy angels and before the Lamb.”  Is this vivid enough?  Vs. 14-20 are another 

perspective on judgment day and who is in charge of it.  After the Consecration at Mass, the 

Eucharistic prayers continues with more of the work of salvation but with Christ as a part of it. 

 

Rev. 15:  Vs. 1 is a quick mention of the seven last plagues.  Then is an amazing image of 

heaven.  Imagine all the different lights reflecting on the glassy sea.  That would be all the Saints 

reflecting the light of Christ who will be the lamp that replaces the sun and moon in heaven.   

 

 

 


